Scalable MicroStrategy Services Brochure
Delivering Intelligence to everyone, anywhere, anytime

Scalable Systems, A MicroStrategy Global Reseller and Partner
Companies invest in MicroStrategy to get the right information at the right time. They need system integrators who combine deep MicroStrategy experience with sound business intelligence. That’s what motivates us to work harder, continually expand our versatility and push the limits of our MicroStrategy skills.

Scalable MicroStrategy Services

- MicroStrategy Design & Development
- MicroStrategy Upgrade & Enhancement
- MicroStrategy Installation, Support & Maintenance
- MicroStrategy Testing & Outsourcing

MicroStrategy Reporting & Dashboard Services
MicroStrategy Mobile Intelligence Services
MicroStrategy Cloud Intelligence Services
MicroStrategy Gateway Services
MicroStrategy Transaction Services
MicroStrategy Reports and Dashboards offer unsurpassed visual capabilities that allow users to quickly spot problem areas, patterns, trends and outliers.

Scalable Systems can design enterprise wide reporting and dashboards that are accessible anywhere from the web for in-depth analysis supported by OLAP capabilities.

Using MicroStrategy Reports and Dashboards, organizations can:

- View, design and interact with scorecards, dashboards and production reports through a “single” web interface.
- Deliver up to the minute information to decision makers with automated alerts, KPIs and performance metrics.
- Increase efficiency, productivity and agility, gain the ability to forecast, collaborate and incorporate sophisticated analytics and predictive insight.
MicroStrategy’s Mobile platform provides the best in breed of mobile intelligence, and offers unmatched multi-touch data manipulation and visual insights.

Scalable Systems can design custom mobile dashboards, reports, scorecards, and alerts to fit any organization needs and goals using MicroStrategy mobile platform.

Using Mobile Business Intelligence organizations can:

- Expand their traditional BI or deploy a mobile solution that will give users access to enterprise resources, regardless of location.
- Delivering up to the minute information for decision makers, keep employees informed 24/7 with customary automated delivery of alerts, KPIs and performance metrics.
- Truly gain the perspective of intelligence anytime, anywhere, to anyone.
MicroStrategy Cloud is a securely integrated, highly optimized, cost-effective environment that utilizes the latest hardware and software to deliver unmatched data analytics and analysis.

Scalable Systems’ consultants offer lightning deployment for organizations who choose to use the cloud in whole or part, as a solution.

Using The Cloud organizations can:

- Enable users from multiple devices to access the virtually unlimited power of the cloud from anywhere to perform analysis and analytics.
- Eliminate the complexity and uncertainty of traditional in-house BI production processes.
- Securely access a highly optimized, scalable, and cost-effective environment that utilizes the latest hardware and software for production, testing, and redundancy.
MicroStrategy Gateway brings forth a “social-to-enterprise” data synchronization of more than 30 billion pieces of content per month.

Scalable Systems can design and integrate enterprise dashboards with geo-location, demographics, psychographics, likes, dislikes, fan, interests, sentiments and status.

Using MicroStrategy Gateway organizations can:

- Connect enterprise systems for direct communication to more than 800 million active Facebook users and their data.
- Organizations will be able to carry out targeted campaigns with personalized interactions for optimal efficiency.
- Social profiles of target audiences can be constructed for group tailored news, offers, products and service.
With enhanced capability of recording transactions from mobile devices, MicroStrategy Transaction Services can be a game changer for organizations looking for greater mobility for their workforce.

Scalable Systems can design "transaction triggers" to allow organizations to conduct business in a moments notice.

With MicroStrategy Transaction Services, organizations can:

- Use a custom "transaction trigger" that will allow users to: approve or deny transaction, edit orders, fulfill prescriptions, processes claims, change exposure limits, set priority or transfers funds, etc.
- Perform read and write capability for ERP web services and data transactions through xQuery and SQL databases.
- Industries including: healthcare, pharmaceuticals, retail, banking, finance and insurance can monitor, manage, process and interact with linked transactions.
About Scalable Systems:

Scalable Systems is a global software consulting, development and IT outsourcing company providing both onshore and offshore software solutions and integration services to business enterprises around the globe. Scalable Systems has proven expertise in encompassing low cost, but high quality and reliable software solutions and services in areas like Data Management, Business Intelligence, Content Management and Application Development.

Scalable Systems

Email: info@scalable-systems.com
Web: www.scalable-systems.com